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Competing for talent in insurance
More needs to be done by the industry to attract and retain experienced personnel. TEH SHI NING reports

C

OMPETITION for talent has always been a
challenge for the insurance sector and
the fight for good employees is increasingly a global one, says
Shasi Gangadharan,
principal officer of the Federal Insurance Company Singapore, one of the
Chubb Group of insurance companies.
That is not to say things have been
stagnant since Mr Shasi, 47, and a
lawyer by training, joined the sector
as an underwriter in the area of third
party liability two decades ago.
“At one point in time, in the casualty or liability insurance lines, we
would only attract either accountants
or lawyers. That has changed, to a
large extent. I can now compete with
an investment banker and say ‘This
is our industry, would you like to
make insurance your career?’ We’re
starting to attract others,” he says.
But the fact remains that insurance is “not as sexy as the banking or
investment banking” sectors, and career opportunities in insurance are also less well understood. “People will
ask: What’s an underwriter? What’s
a reinsurance company? What does
an actuary do?”
On top of that, the general public
continues to hold “a very myopic view
of what insurance is”, typically
skewed towards life insurance rather
than general insurance.

foundation to be recognised – my net
worth was essentially that,” he says.
Moving from the technical side of
the business to his current management role meant switching from managing a single line of business and
well-honed expertise in technical matters, to taking on a wider breadth of
responsibilities relating to people and
operations across several lines of
business.

A thriving insurance hub

Raising awareness
“The biggest issue is that the industry
undersells itself unknowingly. We’re
not out there, exposing more of what
we do as an industry,” says Mr Shasi.
He acknowledges that important
steps have been taken in recent years
to groom young people in particular
and raise awareness among university undergraduates of the career potential insurance holds out.
The Global Internship Programme
(GIP) was launched in 2008 by the
General Insurance Association (GIA)
with support from the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS), for that
very purpose. Offering stints in both
the local and overseas offices of a general insurance company, for a
first-hand look into the varied careers of underwriters, claims specialists and risk managers, the GIP is
open to undergraduates of all disciplines.
After all, what is needed in a
young employee is initiative and
drive – not necessarily a background

Mr Shasi: The Global Internship Programme offers stints in both the local and overseas offices of a general
insurance company for a first-hand look into the careers of underwriters, claims specialists and risk managers.
in insurance. Knowledge can be imparted and taught, Mr Shasi notes.
“These internships give you a little
door-opener, a teaser to what this person can eventually look at, the different facets of an insurance company,”
he says.
Federal Insurance Company has
had several interns pass through its
doors under the GIP, and will continue to. “The insurance industry is nursing itself, by providing this kind of
training – industry-sponsored training, underwriting training,” he says.
Where more needs to be done, he
says, is in attracting and retaining experienced talent.

“The competition for talent is getting tougher. Not only are we losing
talent to other industries, it’s global
too. People are very mobile today, so
we’re competing for talent on a global
platform,” he says.
Talented employees leave insurance firms like Federal, not just for
the usual suspects of banks or other financial institutions, many are also
headed abroad, says Mr Shasi, citing
an employee who left for a public relations consultancy in London.
Insurance companies can also afford to be more articulate about career development and how people

Basically it all
boils down to
decision-making
Underwriters must
ensure a balance
between risk
and profitability
By MARIA MALA
YOGALINGAM
CRUNCHING numbers is
part and parcel of an underwriter’s work, but for Soh
Rui Na the decision-making
aspect of the job is just as
important.
“It’s not just the numbers that count. I think an
underwriter cannot be
afraid to make the decision
at the end of the day,” she
says.
Decision making comes
with the various authority
levels one earns in the
course of work.
“It gets easier when you
get the authority, but at the
same time it gets difficult
too because you have the
pen now, and sometimes
it’s not that easy to make a
decision,” she says.
Ms Soh, 26, joined the industry three years ago after
graduating from the Singapore Management University with a Business Management degree.
She is currently a senior
financial lines underwriter
at AIG Asia Pacific Insurance.
She picked up most of
the skills on the job, having
received no formal training
in underwriting, apart from
attending a single insurance module on her university finance course.
Her first brush with the
underwriting
industry

came when she did an internship at Amlin Singapore, a Lloyd’s syndicate,
before she took on her current role.
During the internship,
she spent two weeks at the
company’s headquarters in
London, where she learned
how the underwriting department worked hand in
glove with other departments.
“When I was over in London in the HQ, we got to see
how it all links back and
how the underwriting department and the claims department interacted as
well,” she says.
Ms Soh is responsible
for managing and growing
professional indemnity and
cyber-liability insurance
portfolios.
This involves identifying
and analysing risk exposures to determine pricing
and coverage for firms ranging from small and medium-sized
enterprises
(SMEs) to multinationals
across various industries.
The role entails a lot of
relationship building with
brokers and agents, too.
For instance, Ms Soh regularly holds meetings with
brokers to understand her
clients’ businesses, how
they operate and the risks
involved.
“We have lunch or coffee with them because
when they’re more comfortable with you, they kind of
show you more opportunities,” she explains.
A key part of her role is
to understand and analyse
a client’s competitive envi-

can make a career out of insurance,
which offers both technical and managerial routes, he says.
Before he assumed his current
management role this year, overseeing Chubb’s operations throughout
South-east Asia, Mr Shasi had been
running Chubb’s specialty insurance
for Asia Pacific.
That was a position he reached after years of underwriting specialty
lines of business such as directors
and officers liability and professional
liability insurance.
“I didn’t want to become a generalist from the get go. I needed a solid

On a broader level, what has worked
in favour of those recruiting talent for
the sector here, is the steady growth
that Singapore’s insurance industry
has seen in the past decade.
Much of this has been a spin-off of
the pace at which Singapore’s economy has grown, as well as its links to
the South-east Asian region.
Singapore’s billing itself successfully as a regional hub for various industries, from biomedical sciences to
financial services and tourism to shipping, has also created stronger demand for regional insurance cover.
But it is also the result of a deliberate, conscious attempt on the part of
MAS to grow the insurance sector,
says Mr Shasi.
He recalls a conversation a decade
ago, during which an MAS official
asked how Singapore can become the
Bermuda of Asia – a thriving insurance hub.
“I would say it has developed very
neatly. There are some challenges
ahead, but I think that vision of creating the Bermuda of Asia, that question being popped about 10 years
ago, that has had a big role to play in
turning Singapore into an insurance
and reinsurance hub.”
Apart from locally-owned players,
a larger number of international insurers and reinsurers are now based
in Singapore.
Lloyd’s Asia here grew from three
businesses in 2005 to 18 service companies by 2010.
Many reinsurers and captive insurers also use Singapore as a base to
write risks from the region.
MAS says offshore insurance business has become a major driver of
the industry’s growth, accounting for
more than half of the total general insurance business written here.
But the business outlook at the moment is rather challenging, Mr Shasi
says. “I don’t think growth is going to
be a blockbuster. We’ll have to pick
and choose across our lines, distributions and products. We will have to
have a short-term and a long-term

strategy, and be focused on what we
want to do, ignoring the noise around
us.”
Such a strategy will involve selling
services, rather than products. “Part
of the service is a product, but we can
do a lot more things. We can look at
all aspects of your operational risks,
we can look at your risk exposure, advise you on claims, and, by the way,
offer some solution to transfer that
risk. We have a space and place to
play that role,” says Mr Shasi.
Emerging exposures, risks that
people have not thought about are also worth exploring.
“A client may not know all his or
her problems: climate change, cyber
threats, supply chain risks, increasing regulatory exposure, political
risks. We can think about how best to
veer solutions to some of these emerging exposures,” he says
This year, economic growth is expected to recover, but stay subdued.
And with economic uncertainty, confidence is still lacking.
“People are unsure of what’s going to happen in two to three years’
time, margins are very compressed
and insurance spending is where the
likely cuts are,” he says.
“Competition is intense, it’s brutal.” But there are still ways to compete, says Mr Shasi, drawing the conversation back to talent. “We are living in a very commoditised world, in
terms of our product offerings. But
some things cannot be commoditised
– skill sets, relationships.”
This is why he sees motivating
and retaining talent as part and parcel of his new management role. Feedback is key to this.
“I try to have small group coffee
chats. When you’re on the factory
floor, and you roll up your sleeves,
and you try and have these chats, you
get a 360-degree view of what’s going
on,” Mr Shasi says.

Local talent
“I’m a big believer of also nurturing
local talent. We have a lot of platforms where this can be done. And
when you look across the board in
Singapore’s context, I think we’ve
done reasonably well,” he adds.
So far, Singapore’s recent moves
to tighten foreign manpower inflow –
including stricter salary and qualifications criteria for the employment
passes higher skilled white-collar executives typically enter the job market on – have not affected his firm.
“I’ve heard of some of the constraints, but personally, we’ve not
had that issue to date,” he says.

Different stories every day for actuaries
By NG SAI YING

‘A major challenge is having to
manage the expectations of
both internal and external
stakeholders, says Ms Soh.
ronment and formulate an
attractive proposal for the
client.
The underwriter’s mission is “to ensure that the
book of business that we
write remains profitable”,
Ms Soh says.
A major challenge is having to manage the expectations of both internal and
external stakeholders.
In the case of the latter,
she provides quotes to brokers, sometimes at short notice, which makes the job
demanding.
Within the company, Ms
Soh says while there are
risks which she would not
write normally, sometimes
it is necessary to take one
for the team owing to commercial considerations,

such as other lines in the
company writing that risk.
She cites her involvement in a cyber-liability
project last year called CyberEdge as a highlight in
her career.
The project, which dealt
with the loss of corporate
and personal data from cyber attacks and covering potential third-party liabilities
arising from a data breach
or network intrusion, required her to liaise with the
regional office to organise a
launch event.
“To be able to participate in such a project is
good, especially seeing the
product from the very beginning, and when you try
to bring that market awareness, that’s interesting,”
she says.

IT was his love for mathematics and desire to put
that mathematical knowledge to actual use that
brought him into the actuarial field. This turn of events
has worked out well for Frederic Weber, chief actuary
at AXA Insurance Singapore, who comes into the office every day with a smile
on his face.
Having joined AXA in
France as a fresh graduate
in 2004, the 32-year-old
transferred to Singapore in
2008. As chief actuary, he
assesses risks in general insurance, which covers a
wide variety of insurance
packages ranging from travel insurance to motor insurance. Past data produced
by AXA is crunched and
used for calculation in two
main areas: pricing the insurance packages that are
AXA’s ‘products’, and projecting ultimate claim cost
that will affect AXA’s internal company reserves.
Pricing, explained by Mr
Weber as finding a premium that is adequate to cover future claims, takes into
consideration several factors such as the insurance
agent’s commission and
AXA’s expenses in the form
of staff salary and administration fees while catering
for a profit margin.
With additional parameter input such as profiles of
policy holders, inflation,
competitors’ pricing models, underwriting cycles
and industry sentiment, a
projected claim cost is derived with the use of complex mathematical models.
“Most of the actuaries in
the insurance company use
a complex model called the
generalised linear model,”
explains Mr Weber.
“It’s a complex model
which explains the out-

Mr Weber: In general insurance, the variety of
businesses he has to understand is a challenge. But
this challenge offers exposure to a range of industries.
come with the various inputs. So the outcome is the
claim cost, the inputs are
the policy holder’s characteristics. We ask you 10 to
15 questions, to get your
quotations, so these 10 to
15 input will come into the
model, and the output will
be the expected claim cost,
and for this expected claim
cost we need to adjust for
the commission, expense,
and profit.”
Reserving, or valuation,
is the other significant part
of his job and it assesses
AXA’s future claim liabilities. Mr Weber looks at the
insurance policies and
packages undertaken by
current policy holders and
projects the total amount of
future claim cost, which is
then used to determine the
level of reserves AXA has to
set aside.

However, though broadly classified into two main
areas, both pricing and reserving deal with claim projections, something that Mr
Weber acknowledges is a
challenge, as “any estimation will be wrong”.
“The challenge is to be
not too far from what happens,” says Mr Weber. “We
need to manage expecta-

tions; we need to maybe
give a range to give something that is realistic.”
“Sometimes it can be
frustrating because you cannot be perfect.”
Nevertheless, Mr Weber
finds great satisfaction in
his job, as “every day is different, every day you have
a new problem”. For example, in dealing with general
insurance, the variety of
businesses he has to understand is itself a challenge.
But this challenge grants exposure to many different industries, which allows for
career progression in advisory or a more senior role
in management when the
number-crunching gets tiresome.
“There are a lot of actuaries who don’t stay within
the actuary field all their
life because, I would say, to
crunch numbers you need
to be fresh and young,”
says Mr Weber.
“What’s good about actuary is that you have an overview of what happens;
you’re not specialised.
Some actuaries are specialised in a line of business,
but for me I see all the lines
of business: all the pricing
perspectives, all the reserving perspectives. . .”
“Different stories every
day, you can progress – in
terms of career progression
– you can move fast, you
are often asked for your
opinion which is quite interesting, it’s quite satisfying.”
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